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THE RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR
NONCONVEX SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS AND
HAMILTON-JACOBIEQUATIONS
STANLEY OSHER1
Abstract.
We present a closed form expression for the viscosity solution to the
Riemann problem for any scalar nonconvex conservation law. We then define an
analogous problem for any scalar nonconvex Hamilton-Jacobi equation and obtain
its (even simpler) solution. Extensions to two (and by inference, higher) space
dimensional problems, when the initial discontinuity lies on a hyperplane, are also
given.

We shall be concerned with solutions to the following nonlinear scalar partial
differential equations:

(H-J)

<P,+ f(<Px)+ g(%) = 0

and
(CL)

u,+f(u)x

+ g(u)r

= 0,

for t > 0, with special initial data.
This restriction to two space dimensions is made for simplicity only.
A rather complete existence and uniqueness theory for the Cauchy problem for
(CL) has been known for some time (see, e.g. [2]). Recently a parallel theory was
developed for (H-J) [1]. (More general equations have also been treated by both of
these theories.)
Solutions of (CL) are well known to generally develop discontinuities, even if the
initial data are smooth. Solutions of (H-J) stay continuous, but generally develop
jumps in derivatives. To obtain uniqueness and the rest of the theory mentioned
above, it suffices to consider only viscosity solutions.
A solution to (1) is a viscosity solution if it is the local uniform limit of <pe(x,y, t)
as e|0, where <pfsolves

(1)

¥, +/(<Px) + g(ft) = «fe

+ <Peyy)
+ Ge(x, y, t, <p£,
<P%
q£, $)■

Here, GEconverges uniformly to zero on compact subsets of R2 X R+ XR4.
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A viscosity solution to (2) is the local'L'
solves
(2)

u'.+f(u')x

limit of ue(x, y, t), as ej,0, where uF

+ g(u')r

= e(u'xx + <,.).

All solutions obtained below will be viscosity solutions.
The Riemann problem for (CL) in one space dimension is the following. Solve

(3)

u,+f(u)x

= 0,

for t > 0, with initial data
u(x,0)

= u',

jc<0

and

u(x,0)=uR,

x > 0,

for given constants uL, uR.
We have recently [4] obtained a simple formula for the solution to this problem
for general /. For completeness, we shall present the formula here, and outline its
derivation below.
The solution to (3) is well known to have the following properties (see e.g. [3]):
(i)u(x,t)
= u(x/t) = u($),
(ii) M(f) lies between uL and uR,

(iii) i/(0 = uL, if f < -N, u(£) = uR, if ? > N, for some N > 0.
We have
Lemma l.Ifu'<uR,

(4a)

then

Mf)-A«(f))=

max [Sv-f(v)],
cElll'-.u'l

orifuL>uR,

then

(4b)

f«(f )-/(«(?))

=

min
ve[uR.

[Sv-f(v)].

u'\

It is easy to see that the above Legendre transforms are uniformly Lipschitz
continuous, with Lipschitz constant max[|«L|, \uR\], and are convex and concave,
respectively, as functions of f. Taking the distribution derivative of equations (4)
gives us an expression for w(f ):

Theorem l.IfuL<uR,

(5a)

then

uU) = é(

max

[£»-/(»)])■

^

[^-/(»)])■

ai
,,ct„'- ,,«i
d$ V
KvBluL,uK]

/

IfuL >uR,then

(5b)

uU) = 7t(
ai \

„er,,"

,,'i

/

The analogous problem for (H-J) in one space dimension is

(6)
for t > 0, with initial data
<p(x,0)=xuL,

<p,+ f(<px) = 0,
x<0

and

<p(x,0) =xuR,

and given constants uL,uR.
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We have

Theorem 2.

(7)

<p(x,t) = t[Su(S)-f(u(S))]
- A

max

[?«-/(«)]),

KvG[u'-.uR]

ifuL<uR,
'

I

v

= t{

min

[$v-f(v)]

v v£[uR,u']

, ifuL>uR.
'

This last formula points out an interesting link between the Riemann problems for

(CL) and (H-J).
In two space dimensions, we restrict ourselves to the following problems:

(8)

u,+f(u)x

+ g(u)y = 0,

for t > 0, with initial data
u(x, y,0) = uL,

if xsinf? —^cosf? < 0.

u(x,y,0)=u

if *sinf? —>>cos0 > 0.

(9)

,

<P,+/(<Pj

+ e?(<Pv)= 0,

for t > 0, with initial data
<p(x, >>,0) = (x sind —y cos 6)uL + (xcosB + ysind)uM,

if x sin 8 —y cos 6 < 0.

<p(x, y,0) =(x sin6 —y cos 9)uR + (xcosO + y sin 6)uM,

if x sin 6 —y cos 6 > 0.

Here uL,uM,uR and 6 are fixed constants, with 0 < 0 < it.
For (CL), we gave pieceiwse constant initial data, with a single jump across a
plane through the origin. For (H-J), we prescribed (<px,<p) to be constant, except for
a single jump in normal derivative across a plane through the origin. We also require
that <pbe continuous, and, for convenience only, set <p(0,0,0) = 0.

We define
x sin 0 —y cos 6

5~

~t

and state
Theorem 3. The solution to (8) is

(10a) «a) = 4(

max

[fo - (/(u)sinfl - g(o)cosfl)]),

ifuL < uR,

min

[Sv-(f(v)sine-g(v)cosO)]),

ifuL>u'

Cti \ „cr„i.

„*]

/

or

(10b)

u(S) = -¡z(
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Theorem

(lia)

4. The solution to (9) is

<p(x, y, t ) = uM(xcosd

+ tl

+ y sind)

max

(Çv -f(vsin6

+ uMcos6)

\v<Elu'-,uR)

-g(-vcos

e + uMsind))),

ifuL<uR,

or

(11b)

<p(x, y,t)

= uM(xcos6

+ t{

min

+ ysind)

(Çv -f(vsin6

+ uMcos6)

-g(-ucos0

+ uMsin0))),

ifuL>uR.

Proofs. We begin by outlining the proof of Lemma 1, for f = 0. It is known that
the viscosity solution of (3) is a nondecreasing function of its initial data. In [4], we
showed that this fact implies that the function h(uR, u1) =/(«(0)) is a nonincreasing function of its first argument, and nondecreasing function of its second.
For any u between «' and uR,we consider
sgn(uR-u')[h(uR,u'')-f(u)]

= -sgn(u'

- u)[h(uR,u')

+ sgn(U* - u)[h(uR,u)

- h(uH,u)]
- h(u,u)}

=1 + 11.

By our previous remarks, both I and II are nonpositive, hence

sgn(uR-u')[f(u(0))-f(u)]^0,
for all u between uR and uL. Since u(0) lies in this range, we have Lemma 1, for

S = 0.
To obtain Lemma 1 for all f, we make a change of independent
y = x — st,

variables

t = t.

The resulting problem is still (3), with/(«)
replaced by/(«) — su. The previous
argument gives us Lemma 1, for f = s.
Theorem 1 follows from taking the distribution derivative of (4) (see [4]).
To verify Theorem (2), we first compute

<p<
= W) -f(u(n)

- tu(X%= -/(«(£))> <p,= tu(t)tx = u(S).

Thus, equation (6) is satisfied.
Letting 110 shows us that the initial data is taken on.
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It only remains to show that cpis a viscosity solution. Since <px= u(t¡), we have, for

x < -Nt

<p(x,t) = xuL - tf(u') + ful-J

ds

= xu' - tf(u') + lim fV(s, /) ds
EiO Jx

ds

lim xu' - tf(uL) + fue(s,t)
flO

limtpf(i,

t).

FlO

Here
<p¡+f(<px)

- e<pxx= f(u*(x,

/)) -f(u')

- eux(x,

t).

It is easy to see that the function of t, defined on the right above, converges
uniformly to zero on compact subsets of 0 < t < x/N, as elO. Thus <pis a viscosity
solution. D
To prove Theorem 3, we make an orthogonal change of variables
( z \ _ I sinO

\">)

-cos 6 \ I x \ ^ I x \ _ ( sin 0

\ cos e

sin e 11y ) ö vy )

cos 0 \ I z \

\ -COse

smej^wr

The solution ue, to the regularized problem solves
u] + (sin0/(Mf)

- cos9g(uf)):

+ (cos6f(ue)

+ sin6g(ue))„

= e(u\z + <J

for t > 0, with initial data
ue(z,w,0)=uL,

ifz<0

and

ue(z,w,0)

= uR,

ifz>0.

It is clear that the solution will be independent of w, and hence, by virtue of
Theorem 1, will converge as e 10, to (10).
For the proof of Theorem 4, we note that the same change of variables gives us
ft + f(<pz sin 0 + tpwcos6)

<p(z,w,0)

= uLz + uMw,

ifz<0

+ g(<pz(-cos8)

and

+ (¡pwsin0) = 0,

<p(z, w,0) - uRz + uMw,

ifz>0.

Let <p= \p + uMw. Then \p satisfies
\p.+f(ypzsin0

xP(z,w,0) =uLz,

+ uMcosO)

ifz^O

+ g(>Pz(-cos6)

and

+ wwsin(9)

\(,(z, w,0) = uRz,

=0,

ifz>0.

Then, since \p is obviously independent of w, we may use Theorem 2 to obtain the
viscosity solution for this one-dimensional problem. This leads us to (11). It is easy
to show that the resulting function, <p,is a viscosity solution for (9). We merely use a
simple modification of the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.
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